We prove that if a system has superpolynomial (faster than any power law) decay of correlations (with respect to Lipschitz observables), then the time τ (x, S r ) is needed for a typical point x to enter for the first time a set S r = {x : f (x) ≤ r} which is a sublevel of a Lipschitz function f scales as
Introduction and statement of results
Let (X, T, μ) be an ergodic system on a metric space X and fix a point x 0 ∈ X. For μ-almost every x ∈ X, the orbit of x gets closer and closer to x 0 , entering (sooner or later) in each positive measure neighborhood of the target point x 0 .
For several applications it is useful to quantify the speed of approach of the orbit of x to x 0 . In the literature this has been done in several ways, with more or less precise estimations or considering different kinds of target sets.
A general approach is to consider a family of sets S r indexed by a real parameter r containing x 0 and give an estimate for the time needed for the orbit of a point x to enter in S r , (1.1) τ (x, S r ) = min{n ∈ N + : T n (x) ∈ S r }.
If X is a metric space, the most natural choice is to take S r = B r (x 0 ) (the ball of radius r). In this case several estimates are known for the behavior of τ (x, S r ) as r → 0. For example, if the system has fast decay of correlations or is a circle rotation with generic arithmetical properties, then for a.e. x Similar results also hold for generic interval exchange transformations (see [6, 9, 13, 15] ). It is worth remarking that in this case τ (x, B r (x 0 )) ∼ r −d μ ∼ 1 μ(S r ) , 1 as is natural to expect in a system having "stochastic" behavior.
On the other hand it is worth remarking that there are mixing systems (having particular arithmetical properties and slow decay of correlations) for which lim inf r→0 log τ (x,B r (x 0 )) − log r = ∞ > d μ (x 0 ) (see [7] ). In some cases, even if X is a metric space it is interesting to look at different target sets: for example, considering a tubular neighborhood of a "singular set" and asking how much time we need to approach the singular set at a distance r (see [4] ).
Another interesting situation is when X has a local product structure and one is interested in approaching only some coordinates, for example, when X is a tangent bundle of a manifold M and the dynamics is given by the geodesic flow. Here one can be interested in approaching a given target in M or in approaching the "point at infinity", giving no importance to the other coordinates (see e.g. [18] , [21] ). Other examples are given if one considers the structure given by stable and unstable directions ( [2] ). Another particularly interesting case where a set other than balls becomes interesting is the case of observed systems (see section 3.2 and [20] for a similar point of view in quantitative recurrence).
We remark that in some of the cited papers the problem of estimating the speed of approach to a target point is not always stated in the above form, considering the hitting time to a neighborhood of the target. In such papers, the authors consider the behavior of the distance from a typical orbit to the target point (see (3.8) ) or state some kind of dynamical Borel-Cantelli lemma (see e.g. [2] , [3] , [11] , which can give a slightly more precise estimation for typical hitting times in small sets than the one given in (1.2)); general relations between these approaches can be found in [7] and [10] .
In this paper we take the point of view of (1.2) and consider target sets of the form S r = {x ∈ X , f(x) ≤ r}, where f is a Lipschitz function. The main result (see Theorem 3.2 for a precise statement) is a generalization of the one given in [6] for this more general family of sets: if the system has superpolynomial decay of correlations with respect to Lipschitz observables, then the power law behavior of the hitting time τ (x, S r ) (as defined in ( 1.1)) in the sets S r satisfies a "logarithm law" of the form
log(r) , generalizing the formula for the local dimension which is in the right hand side of (1.2).
We will also give a similar statement for observed systems (see section 3.2), an application (see section 3.1) to geodesic flows on negatively curved manifolds and prove some relations with limit return time statistic (see Theorem 4.1) in the sets S r . 
Setting and basic results
Let f be a Borel measurable function such that f ≥ 0 on X. Let us consider sublevel sets S r = {x ∈ X , f(x) ≤ r}. Let us define an indicator for the power law behavior of the hitting time to the set S r as r → 0:
Comparing this notation with that given in other papers, we remark that the indicator R(x, y) considered [6] is obtained from R(x, f ) when f (x) = d(x, y) and the indicator R(x) of [1] is obtained as a further special case when x = y. Let us recall the definition of local dimension of a measure on a metric space. If X is a metric space and μ is a measure on X, the local dimension of μ at x is defined as d μ (x) = lim , and the lower local dimension d μ (x) is defined in an analogous way by replacing lim sup with lim inf.
In this case many notions of dimension of a measure will coincide (see e.g. [19] ). By analogy with the definition of local dimension let us consider
Between the indicators defined in (2.1) and (2.2) there is a general relationship, which follows by a direct application of the classical Borel-Cantelli lemma: Proposition 1. Let (X, T, μ) be a measure preserving transformation and f be as above. Then
Before proving the above proposition we make an elementary remark on the behavior of real sequences which will often be used below. Lemma 2.1. Let r n be a decreasing sequence such that r n → 0. Suppose that there is a constant c > 0 satisfying r n+1 > cr n eventually as n increases. Let
; we will prove that this set has zero measure. By the above lemma we will consider a sequence of radii r k of the form r k = 2 −k . Let us consider d < d μ (f ); then we eventually have that μ( 
Hence this sequence of sets has summable measure and by the classical Borel-Cantelli lemma μ(A(d )) = 0, we prove the first inequality. Now we prove R(x, f ) ≥ d μ (f ). Again, we can suppose r k to be of the form
On the other side, for each x ∈ A(d ) the relation τ (x, S 2 −n ) < 2 d+d 2 n must eventually hold. Let us consider
This is an increasing sequence of sets "converging" to A. If we prove that
the statement is proved. By the definition of C(m) we see that
The latter is made of 2 d+d 2 n k sets, whose measure can be estimated by (2.5), because T is measure preserving. Then μ(C(n k )) ≤ 2 d+d 2 n k × 2 −dn k and μ(C(n k )) goes to 0 as k → ∞.
Fast mixing systems
As is well known, in a mixing system we have μ(A ∩ T −n (B)) → μ(A)μ(B) for each measurable set A, B. The speed of convergence of the above limit can be arbitrarily slow (depending on T but also on the shape of the sets A, B). In many systems, however, the speed of convergence can be estimated for sets having some regularity. 
Let us remark that considering 1
with Φ having superpolynolmial decay; i.e. lim n α Φ(n) = 0, ∀α > 0.
Here || || is the Lipschitz norm. This is one of the weakest requirements on the space of observables. Decay of correlations with respect to Holder observables implies it. In the remaining part of this section we will prove the following result. Theorem 3.2. If f : X → R + is -Lipschitz, the system has superpolynomial decay of correlations, as above, and d μ (f ) = d μ (f ) = d μ (f ) < ∞, then for a.e. x it holds that
Before proving the theorem we will need some preliminary lemmas: the first is technical and allows us to use decay of correlation to estimate the measure of certain intersections of sublevel sets. Lemma 3.3. Let r n 0 and let S r k be a sequence of nested sets which are sublevel sets of an -Lipschitz function as above. Let A k = T −k (S r k ) and let us write A −1 = X. If (X, T, μ) is a system satisfying Definition 3.1, then there is N such that when k > j > N,
By decay of correlations
which gives the statement.
The second lemma that we will use is a sort of dynamical Borel-Cantelli lemma for systems having fast decay of correlations. This was proved in [6] (Lemma 7).
Lemma 3.4. Let S k be a decreasing sequence of measurable sets such that
Let A k = T −k (S k ) and let us suppose that the system is such that when k > j
with Φ having superpolynomial decay and c 1 , c 2 ≥ 0. Then posing We remark that, since the set sequence is decreasing, the condition μ(
This is a technical point which will allow us to use Lemma 3.3 without further technical complications and apply Lemma 3.4 to the sequence S r k . This will allow us to prove the main result.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For simplicity of notation let us set d = d μ (f ). Let us prove R(x, f ) ≤ d for almost every x. We recall that this implies R(x, f ) ≤ d and the opposite inequalities come from Proposition 1. Let us consider 0 < β < 1 d , the sequence r k = k −β and set S k = S r k (we remark that if the result is proved for such a subsequence, then it holds for all subsequences; see Lemma 2.1). For each 
N is the one given in Lemma 3.3. We then obtain that the sequence
Let us now consider > 0 such that β(d + ) > 1 for β as above, near to 1 d (recall that βd < 1). Moreover, let us consider ε > 0 so small that β(d + ε) < 1 and β(d + ) − 1−β(d−ε) 1−β(d+ε) > 0. Let us consider x such that R(x, f ) > d + ; then for infinitely many n, τ (x, S n ) > n β (d+ ) . Then
and in particular (remarking that since β(d + ) > 1, then n ≤ n β(d+ ) )
x / ∈ n≤i≤ n β(d+ )
which implies that there is a sequence n i such that
Then there are constants k 1 and k 2 such that when n is large enough, k 1 n 1−β(d+ε) < E(Z n ) < k 2 n 1−β(d−ε) . From this we have that if i is large enough, for some C 2 > 0. By the assumptions on ε,
Since n i was chosen such that
as i increases. Then it is not possible that lim n→∞ Z n (x) E(Z n (x)) = 1. This implies that R(x, f ) > d + on a zero measure set. Finally, since can be chosen to be arbitrarily small, we have the statement.
Geodesic flow and its time one map.
As a simple application of the main theorem (Theorem 3.2), we give a logarithm law for the time-one map of the geodesic flow in a negatively curved manifold. This result is in some sense a discrete time version of the main result of [18] . We remark that since we only need an estimate for the decay of correlation, we can apply the deep results available for this kind of flow and consider manifolds with (variable) negative curvature instead of constant curvature. We will use the following result from [17] : Theorem 3.5. The geodesic flow T t of a C 4 compact manifold with strictly negative curvature is exponentially mixing with respect to Hölder observables: there exists C and σ > 0 such that Let d n (x, p) = min i≤n dist(π(T i (x)), p). Since x can vary in a full measure set, we can suppose dist(π(T i (x)), p) = 0 for each i ∈ N. Let us suppose that for n large enough, d n = n −α(n) . Since lim n→0 log τ (x,S n −α(n) ) − log(n −α(n) ) = d, then ∀ , if n is large enough,
but τ (x, S n −α(n) ) ≤ n; hence n α(n)d−α(n) ≤ n , α(n)d − α(n) ≤ 1 and then α(n) ≤ 1 d− . This implies that lim sup n→∞ − log d n (p,π(T n x)) log n ≤ 1 d . On the other hand there are infinitely many n such that τ (x, S n −α(n) ) = n, and hence this is less than or equal to n α(n)d+α (n) . With the same calculation as above we have the statement.
Observed systems.
An important case where hitting time for sets different from balls becomes interesting and our approach very natural is the case of observed systems. Here the behavior of the system (X, d, T, μ) is observed through a measurable function F : X → Y (Y is supposed to be a metric space with distance d ), and we look to the time needed for F (T n x) to approach F (x 0 ) (in [20] something similar was done for quantitative recurrence indicators).
The function naturally induces a measure F * (μ) on Y , defined as F * (μ)[A] = μ(F −1 (A)) for each measurable set A ⊆ Y . We can then consider the local dimension of the induced measure d F * (μ) of F * (μ) and the observed hitting times: Proof. The proof is straightforward from the definitions
This directly gives the following corollary of Theorem 3.2 for observed systems.
Corollary 1. If we consider an observed system as above, F : X → Y is Lipschitz, the system has superpolynomial decay of correlations, d F * (μ) (F (x 0 )) exists and it is finite as in Theorem 3.2, then The following theorem from [20] ensures the existence of the local dimension for a class of interesting examples of observed systems. Theorem 3.6. Let F : R m →R n be a C ∞ function and let μ be an absolutely continuous measure on R m . Then d F * (μ) exists and belongs to the set {0, 1, ..., min(m, n) 
A relation with return time statistics
The return time statistics is a widely studied feature of dynamics (see e.g. [16] , [1] and the references therein) and has links with other subjects, such as the extreme value theory ( [5] ). Let us consider a Lipschitz function f , the above sets S r = {x : f (x) ≤ r} and let us suppose that μ(S 0 ) = 0 and μ(S r ) = 0 for r > 0. We will consider the statistical distribution of return times in these sets. We say that the return time statistics of (X, T ) converges to g for the sets S r if
If g(t) = e −t we say that the system has exponential return time limit statistics. Such statistics can be found in several systems with some hyperbolic behavior in some class of decreasing sets; however other limit distributions are possible. The following theorem shows that if the logarithm law does not hold, then the return time statistic has a trivial limit. R
a.e., then the system has trivial limit return time statistic in the sets S r . That is, the limit in (4.1) exists for each t and g(t) = 0.
Let us consider the set
We remark that if the return time statistic converges to g as above, then lim r→0 μ(C l,r ) μ(S r ) = g(l). The above theorem is implied by the following. Proof. Let us consider a number l, a sequence r n → 0 such that lim n→∞ μ(C l,r n ) μ(S r n ) > 0 and the sets T −1 (C l,r n ), T −2 (C l,r n ), ..., T − l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) (C l,r n ). All these sets are disjoint because if there was x ∈ T −i (C l,r n ) ∩ T −j (C l,r n ) with i, j ≤ l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) , then τ (T min(i,j) (x), S r n ) ≤ |i − j|, and by definition of C l,r n , T min(i,j) (x) cannot be contained in C l,r n , leading to a contradiction. The set U n = T −1 (C l,r n ) ∪ T −2 (C l,r n ) ∪ ... ∪ T − l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) (C l,r n ) is then such that μ(U n ) ≥ l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) μ(C l,r n ).
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Since lim
n→∞ μ(C l,r n ) μ(S r n ) > 0 there is a c > 0 s.t. μ(C l,r n ) ≥ cμ(S r n ) for n large enough; then μ(U n ) ≥ c l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) μ(S r n ) −1 > c > 0. This implies that the set of points G = {x ∈ X s.t. x ∈ U r n for infinitely many n} has positive measure. We remark that if a point x is contained in U r n for some n, then T i (x) ∈ S r n for i ≤ l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) and then τ (x, S r n ) ≤ l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) . Let us denote d μ (f ) = d; then for each δ > 0, if n is large enough, μ(S r n ) ≥ r n d+δ . Hence τ (x, S r n ) ≤ l (μ(S r n ) −1 ) ≤ l r n −(d+δ) . If x ∈ G, then − log(τ (x,S r n )) log(r n ) ≤ d + δ for infinitely many n; then R(x, f ) ≤ d. Since G has positive measure we have the following statement.
Remark 4.3. The mixing system without logarithm law given in [7] has a trivial return limit statistic in each centered sequence of balls. This gives an example of a smooth mixing system with trivial limit return time statistics.
